Target detection: Magnetic resonance imaging-ultrasound fusion-guided prostate biopsy
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Abstract

Recent advances in multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have enabled image-guided detection of prostate cancer. Fusion of MRI with real-time ultrasound (US) allows the information from MRI to be used to direct biopsy needles under US guidance in an office-based procedure. Fusion can be performed either cognitively or electronically, using a fusion device. Fusion devices allow superimposition (coregistration) of stored MRI images on real-time US images; areas of suspicion found on MRI can then serve as targets during US-guided biopsy. Currently available fusion devices use a variety of technologies to perform coregistration: robotic tracking via a mechanical arm with built-in encoders (Artemis/Eigen, BioJet/Geoscan); electromagnetic tracking (UroNav/Philips-Invivo, Hi-RVS/Hitachi); or tracking with a 3D US probe (Urostation/Koelis). Targeted fusion biopsy has been shown to identify more clinically significant cancers and fewer insignificant cancers than conventional biopsy. Fusion biopsy appears to be a major advancement over conventional biopsy because it allows (1) direct targeting of suspicious areas not seen on US and (2) follow-up biopsy of specific cancerous sites in men undergoing active surveillance. © 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Performed more than 1 million times annually in Medicare recipients, prostate biopsy diagnoses approximately 240,000 new cases of cancer each year [1–3]. The conventional biopsy method under transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) guidance was introduced in the late 1980s [2–6]. The current standard of 12 systematic cores is widely employed [7–9]. However, this technique is limited both by overdetection of low-grade, microfocal “cancers” of little clinical significance and underdetection of large, clinically significant cancers [10–14].

To compensate for the limitations of a 12-core systematic biopsy, more extensive saturation protocols have been described that increase cancer detection but also lead to increased morbidity and detection of more indolent cancers [15,16]. A more rational approach to cancer diagnosis than simply taking more blind biopsy cores is to improve the quality of each biopsy using real-time targeting and documentation of individual biopsy location [17,18].

Although some prostate cancers are visible on US and can be targeted by experienced ultrasonographers [19,20], most biopsies are performed targeting only the various sections of the prostate. Currently, prostate tumors are not often seen on US. Thus, to date, neither targeting of cancers nor tracking the spatial location of cancers within the prostate is a part of prostate biopsy routine.

Improving biopsy procedure would require imaging of cancer and accurate biopsy needle placement into those cancers. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), when performed using multiparametric protocols, offers greatly improved imaging of prostate cancer [21–23]. Several methods have been employed to use MRI in guiding biopsy detection of prostate cancer. The most direct method involves “in-bore” MR-guided biopsy [24,25]. This method, used in certain centers and in specific patient populations, is expensive and time consuming, requires MRI-compatible...
equipment, often a general anesthetic, and is not available in most hospitals. Therefore, in-bore biopsy is unlikely to replace conventional prostate biopsy.

This article focuses on MR-US fusion, a method that uses MRI to improve the accuracy of prostate biopsy in an office-based procedure. It describes the factors required to perform fusion biopsy accurately, the available technologies, and the implications of a switch from conventional blind biopsy to image-targeted biopsy.

**Interpretation and reporting of multiparametric MRI**

For MR-US fusion to be beneficial, the MR images must be interpreted and the findings communicated accurately. Interpretation of prostate MRI requires substantial radiologic expertise; nearly all recent publications demonstrating the benefit of prostate MRI come from centers of excellence. The value of prostate MRI when interpreted by inexperienced radiologists is yet to be proven. Discordance between the level of suspicion on MRI reported by the radiologist and subsequent biopsy findings suggests either mistargeting or incorrect MRI interpretation.

Prostate MRI was first reported 30 years ago [26–29]. Much of the early work in optimization was aimed at staging rather than detection. An early comparison of MRI and surgical pathology revealed an accuracy of 78% for detecting extraprostatic extension [30,31]. The use of MRI in men with prior negative biopsy results was first described in 1999, and the first published attempts at MRI-guided biopsy using an in-bore transperineal approach appeared a year later [18,32,33]. Beginning with these studies, different methods for describing suspicion levels emerged as prostate MRI was increasingly being used for detection rather than staging. This became increasingly important as prostate MRI branched out to include diffusion and perfusion imaging in addition to spectroscopic and T2-weighted imaging [1–6]. The National Institutes of Health group used a binary descriptor for each parameter (normal or abnormal) with the overall suspicion given as the number of abnormal parameters (0–4) [7–9]. The use of a rating scale with values from 1 to 5 for each of the parameters was common at many sites, with some assigning a sum or average or weighted average as the overall suspicion level [10–14]. Other sites would use one of the parameters (e.g., diffusion) to identify the region of highest suspicion and then find a corresponding abnormality on other pulse sequences [15,16]. A review of many of these methods is given in an article, which also discusses the relative merits of each and proposes a method for development and validation of a scoring method [17,18].

Given the heterogeneity in the methods by which suspicion is ascribed, many of the authors of the aforementioned article, as part of the European Society of Uroradiology, developed guidelines for the performance and reporting of prostate MRI for detection of cancer [19,20]. The goal was to set minimum performance standards and to provide a uniform method for describing MRI findings. As the quantitative parameters on MRI are highly dependent on a number of factors including field strength, gradient performance, scan parameters, and coil positioning, the descriptions of each parameter were qualitative. Additionally, these were based on expert opinion rather than multi-institutional evidence. However, they serve an important role in seeding the idea of reporting standards for MRI. This was echoed in the International Working Group's Standards of Reporting for MRI-targeted Biopsy Studies (START) of the Prostate, which recommended, among other things, explicit description of the reporting and scoring method of MRI for biopsy targeting [21–23].

**MR-US fusion prostate biopsy**

MR-US fusion allows the information from MRI to be used to direct biopsy needles under US guidance. It combines the superior sensitivity of MRI for targeting suspicious lesions with the practicality and familiarity of TRUS. It can be performed using either cognitive fusion [24,25] or with a fusion device [26–29]. Both methods have been used effectively.

**Cognitive fusion**

Using cognitive fusion, the US operator first views a suspicious lesion on MRI, imagines its location within the prostate, and then attempts to identify and biopsy the same location using real-time US. Cognitive fusion is quick and requires no additional equipment beyond that used in conventional TRUS biopsy. The results of more than 20 studies employing cognitive fusion were recently detailed in a comprehensive review of targeted biopsy of lesions defined on MRI [30,31]. The disadvantages of cognitive fusion lie in the potential for human error when attempting to mentally fuse the MRI with TRUS while aiming for cancers that are often < 1 cm in diameter and the inability to track the location of each biopsy site. Cognitive fusion has been performed with success in expert hands but the extent to which this skill is transferable to practicing urologists has not been evaluated.

**Fusion biopsy device**

With a fusion device, the stored MRI and real-time US are superimposed (coregistered) using computer software to enable targeted biopsy. Although real-time TRUS is 2-dimensional (D), the tracking system of such a device during TRUS allows computer-assisted construction of a 3D representation of the prostate using individual US images. The fusion results in creation of a 3D model of the prostate that integrates both MRI and real-time US (Fig. 1) and allows the urologist to target lesions seen only on the MRI scan. Aiming and tracking of biopsy sites occurs on the reconstructed 3D model. Accuracy of targeted biopsy relies heavily upon the ability to closely match
Register the 3D models from MRI and US. This is made difficult by changes in gland location and deformation. Registration can be either rigid or elastic.

Rigid registration involves alignment of the MRI and US 3D models by simple rotation or magnification or both. Precise and accurate registration can be accomplished if the 2 models are identical in morphology and scale. However, the 3D shape of the prostate at biopsy is not identical to that at the time of preoperative MRI [18,32,33]. Owing to motion of both the patient and the prostate [34–36], and deformation from pressure from the TRUS probe, it is helpful to have real-time feedback and the ability to modify registration.

Elastic image fusion is more sophisticated than rigid fusion and attempts to compensate for changes in prostate shape or position between the preprocedure MRI and that during the biopsy procedure [37]. It allows for real-time “elastic” deformation of the preoperative MR image to mirror changes in real-time 3D TRUS imaging [18]. The ideal system would constantly update the 3D planning model to match real-time TRUS, keeping up with changes in prostate position and shape, and thereby preserving accuracy during the procedure. Efforts to develop a system that enables such continuous and automatic correction are ongoing.

Several different methods currently in use enable MR-US fusion for prostate biopsy. Those approved by the FDA are highlighted in Table. Existing devices use electromagnetic sensors, optical sensors, or a robotic arm with encoders for tracking the TRUS probe, or they employ a real-time 3D TRUS probe [18]. When compared with cognitive fusion, the use of a fusion device automates the complex process of superimposing MRI and US and therefore may make the results reported by experts achievable by all urologists. These devices also track the location of all biopsy cores, thereby enabling rebiopsy of prior cancerous sites in men on active surveillance. A brief description of the variety of strategies for device-based MR-US fusion follows.

Robotic tracking with encoders

With the Artemis Device (Eigen, Grass Valley, CA), the location of the TRUS probe in space is tracked by direct attachment to a robotic arm (Fig. 2) [38]. This permits reconstruction of the 2D US into a 3D model, which is then elastically fused with the preprocedure MRI scan. The device enables office-based transrectal prostate biopsy of lesions detected on MRI and tracks the location of both targeted and systematic biopsy cores (Fig. 3). Biopsy site tracking enables subsequent rebiopsy of specific cancer-containing sites. At the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), the success of rebiopsy of 74 prior positive sites in men on active surveillance was dependent on the length of cancer on the initial biopsy and if the site was associated with a visible lesion on MRI. When the initial cancer core length (CCL) was ≥4 mm, 71% of sites contained cancer on repeat biopsy. When cancerous sites were found in an MRI target, cancer was found on 61% of repeat biopsies vs. 29% of those from systematic sites (unpublished data).

Advantages of robotic tracking technology include the superior accuracy of robotic tracking and the ability of the robotic arm to immobilize the probe from the time of biopsy.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the process of MR-US fusion. A 3D model of the prostate created from preprocedure MRI scans is registered and elastically fused to a model created from real-time ultrasound. The fused model is then used for biopsy targeting. Reprinted with permission from Nataranjan et al. [39]. (Color version of figure is available online.)
targeting to firing of the biopsy gun. The downsides include the relative bulkiness of the device and the more cumbersome procedure for biopsy when compared with freehand biopsies done with other fusion devices.

The UCLA group described the initial clinical use of this 3D biopsy tracking and targeting device in men on active surveillance and those with prior negative biopsy results [28,39]. Cancer was detected in 55% of subjects overall, including 94% of those with the highest level of suspicion on MRI [28]. In men with prior negative biopsy results and a suspicious MRI, cancer yield was 50%, with increasing detection of significant cancers and decreased detection of insignificant cancers using targeting instead of systematic biopsy [14]. The preferential detection of significant cancers is the most exciting aspect of targeted biopsy because it should both diminish the risk posed by cancers missed on conventional biopsy and help reduce overtreatment of low-risk disease.

**Electromagnetic tracking**

The UroNav device (Invivo, Gainesville, FL) tracks the location of the TRUS probe by attaching a sensor to the probe itself and following its location in space using a small electromagnetic field generator that is placed in close proximity to the patient (Fig. 4). The primary advantage of this technology is in allowing freehand use of the US probe during biopsy, which is more familiar to urologists. This results in a shorter learning curve and somewhat shorter procedure duration. The disadvantage is less accurate probe tracking when using electromagnetic instead of robotic tracking.

The preclinical and early clinical development of this device was performed at the National Institutes of Health [40]. This group demonstrated cancer detection in 28% of men with low risk on MRI, 67% in those with moderate risk, and 89% in those with high suspicion [26]. In a separate study on men with prior negative biopsy results, cancer was detected in 37%, including 11% with high-risk Gleason score ≥8 cancer [41].

**Image-based tracking with 3D US**

The Urostation device (Koelis, LaTronche, France) uses real-time 3D TRUS to track the position of each biopsy core in a model of the prostate that is recreated with each fire of the biopsy gun rather than at a single time at the beginning of the biopsy session as is done with the Artemis and UroNav devices [42]. This and the simplicity of freehand

---

**Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer/trade name</th>
<th>US image acquisition</th>
<th>Biopsy route</th>
<th>Tracking mechanism</th>
<th>Year of FDA approval</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Philips/UroNav</td>
<td>Manual US sweep from base to apex</td>
<td>Transrectal</td>
<td>External magnetic field generator</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Prospective targeting, integrated with existing ultrasound device, freehand manipulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eigen/Artemis</td>
<td>Manual rotation along fixed axis</td>
<td>Transrectal</td>
<td>Mechanical arm with encoders</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Prospective targeting, stabilized TRUS probe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koelis/Urostation</td>
<td>Automatic US probe rotation, 3 different volumes elastically registered</td>
<td>Transrectal</td>
<td>Real-time TRUS-TRUS registration</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Retrospective targeting, real-time elastic registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi/Hi-RVS (real-time virtual sonography)</td>
<td>Real-time biplanar TRUS</td>
<td>Transrectal or transperineal</td>
<td>External magnetic field generator</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Prospective targeting, integrated with existing ultrasound device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioJet/Jetsoft/GeoScan</td>
<td>Manual US sweep in sagittal</td>
<td>Transrectal or transperineal</td>
<td>Mechanical arm with encoders; uses stepper</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Prospective targeting, rigid registration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 2. Artemis MR-US fusion device including a touch-screen monitor, digital video processor and hard drive, and tracking arm that attaches to a standard transrectal US probe (Eigen, Grass Valley, CA). (Color version of figure is available online.)
use of the biopsy probe are the primary advantages of this device. The downsides include the fact that targets are displayed retrospectively, after each biopsy is performed and the potential for human error exists if the handheld probe is moved during image acquisition after each fire of the biopsy gun.

In a validation study of the European Society of Urogenital Radiology Scoring System using the Urostation device, 62 of 129 (48%) men with at least 1 prior negative biopsy result were found to have cancer. Among those with the highest level of suspicion on MRI, 83% had cancer on MR-US fusion biopsy [43].

Fig. 3. A 65-year-old man with PSA 8.5 on active surveillance after initial biopsy showed 1 mm of Gleason 3 + 3 cancer in 1 core. (A and B) Anterior lesion of highest suspicion identified on mpMRI. (C) Real-time US targeting of the corresponding lesion. (D and E) 3D models demonstrate the target (blue), prostate (brown), and biopsy cores (tan cylinders). Note that in panel E the 3D model is rotated, making the anterior tumor appear to be posterior. MR-US fusion confirmatory biopsy revealed Gleason 4 + 3 cancer. (F) Radical prostatectomy pathology confirmed a 2.3 cm Gleason 4 + 4 cancer centered in the right, anterior prostate. (Color version of figure is available online.)

Fig. 4. Photograph of the UroNav MR-US fusion device and generator. (A) An electromagnetic field generator (*) enables tracking of the TRUS probe thereby allowing targeted biopsy with the device (B). Images courtesy of Invivo Corporation. (Color version of figure is available online.)
Comparison of cognitive and fusion approaches to targeted biopsy

Although the benefit of targeted biopsy is clear, the extent to which a fusion device improves outcomes relative to cognitive fusion has yet to be established. To date, 2 publications have directly addressed this issue.

In a consecutive case series on 391 patients, Delongchamps et al. [44] compared cancer detection rates using visually targeted biopsy (n = 127), rigid registration with a fusion device (Esaote) (n = 131), and elastic registration with a fusion device (Urostation). Each subject underwent 10 to 12 core random biopsies and those with lesions on MRI also received targeted biopsy. Cancer detection for visually targeted biopsy was no better than random biopsy (P = 0.66). In contrast, both rigid and elastic device-based registration increased detection of high-grade cancer while reducing the number of cores and the detection of microfocal cancer.

Puech et al. [45] enrolled 95 men with a suspicious lesion seen on MRI in a prospective study. Each subject underwent a 12-core conventional biopsy and a 4-core targeted biopsy (2 using visual guidance and 2 using MR-US fusion software). Targeted biopsy detected clinically significant cancer in more men (67%) than conventional biopsy (52%) (P = 0.001). Cancer detection using cognitive fusion (47%) was not significantly different from that using fusion software (53%, P = 0.16).

Both cognitive and device-based fusion for targeted biopsy add value to conventional TRUS biopsy. Yet, the published studies comparing cognitive to device-based fusion provide conflicting results. We feel that in expert hands, cognitive fusion likely provides a benefit that is comparable to device-based fusion. However, for the general urologist looking to introduce targeted biopsy to his/her practice, fusion devices would decrease the learning curve, making the results quoted by experts more achievable. In addition, fusion devices provide the ability to track biopsy location to enable subsequent repeat biopsy in men on active surveillance.

Cancer risk assessment using targeted biopsy

The transition from systematic biopsy to image-targeted biopsy presents new issues for the clinical management of prostate cancer. Ideally, the additional confidence provided by improved biopsy techniques would result in more men opting for active surveillance. However, it is also possible that adoption of targeted biopsy could be used to justify more overtreatment. Currently, therapeutic decisions are heavily influenced by risk classification systems that are driven by biopsy results. These systems (D’Amico, NCCN, Epstein, etc.) were derived from conventional systematic biopsy. When tumors are more extensively sampled via targeted biopsy, the proportion of cores that are positive and the maximal CCL are greater than those with conventional biopsy [28,46]. As a result, targeted biopsy results in an increase in risk attribution relative to systematic biopsy.

Robertson et al. [47] demonstrated this important issue in a computer simulation study involving 107 reconstructed 3D models of whole-mount prostatectomy specimens. They determined that a 12-core TRUS biopsy correctly classified only 24% of prostates containing clinically significant cancer as high risk, as compared with 74% of cases using transperineal targeted biopsy with 4 cores. Furthermore, targeted biopsies reported significantly higher proportion of positive cores and greater maximum CCLs (P < 0.00001). They concluded that image-directed biopsy introduces a systematic increase in risk attribution when applying risk models from conventional TRUS biopsy.

At UCLA, 194 men on active surveillance underwent MR-US fusion targeted biopsy that includes both systematic and targeted sampling. Using systematic biopsy alone and applying the Epstein histologic criteria (Gleason 6, ≤2 cores cancer, and <50% of any core), 28% of men were reclassified on confirmatory biopsy as poor candidates for surveillance. Incorporating targeted biopsy raises the reclassified proportion to 41%. In some cases, this is because of identification of additional serious cancers, but in others (i.e., multiple cancerous cores from a single MRI target), it is a consequence of applying a classification system that fails to consider targeted biopsy.

Given the inflation in risk attribution, it is possible that targeted biopsy could be used to justify aggressive treatment of more men, thereby worsening the problem with overtreatment. To avoid this undesirable result, new criteria for risk stratification based on image-targeted biopsy must be developed and validated. For example, consider a man with low-volume Gleason score of 3 + 3 on conventional biopsy and low-volume Gleason score of 3 + 4 on targeted biopsy (Fig. 5). It is possible that targeted biopsy with device-based tracking of cancerous sites may be used to safely follow cancers that are currently believed to require treatment.

Barriers to adoption

Several barriers exist that must be overcome for image-guided biopsy to be adopted as the new standard of care: additional evidence of benefit, proliferation of radiologic expertise in prostate MRI, and demonstration of cost-effectiveness.

Current clinical guidelines do not call for the use of MR-US fusion targeted prostate biopsy. The recent American Urological Association guideline on early detection of prostate cancer noted that prostate imaging, along with prostate-specific antigen derivatives and novel urinary markers, should be considered as a secondary test with potential utility for determining the need for a prostate biopsy, but with unproven benefit [48]. Additional data are needed to conclusively prove that targeted biopsy will
increase benefit and reduce harm before incorporation into guidelines. Accurate interpretation of prostate MRI requires substantial radiologic expertise. Such accuracy is mandatory for MR-US fusion targeted biopsy to be beneficial. Most publications describing the benefits of MRI arise from a small number of expert centers. For image-targeted biopsy to be widely adopted and maintain its benefit outside of centers of excellence, practicing radiologists need to be trained in prostate MRI interpretation.

Finally, the cost of prostate MRI and image-targeted biopsy is commonly cited as a deterrent to adoption. At face value, the new image-based approach seems more expensive than conventional TRUS biopsy. However, this does not take into account the repercussions of missed diagnoses on conventional biopsy or overtreatment because of uncertainty from systematic TRUS biopsy. A thorough cost-effectiveness analysis of MRI to aid localization of prostate abnormalities for biopsy was prepared for the National Health Service in the United Kingdom. It concludes that “under certain circumstances T2-MRI may be cost-effective compared with systematic TRUS” and calls for further studies to more conclusively analyze the cost-effectiveness of image-guided biopsy [49]. Additional research is required to determine if the savings associated with preferential diagnosis of clinically significant cancers is sufficient to offset the cost of MRI and fusion biopsy devices.

**Conclusion**

Multiparametric MRI enables greatly enhanced detection of localized prostate cancer when compared with US. Fusion of MRI with US to guide biopsy, whether done cognitively or using a device, allows the urologist to utilize the power of MRI in improving prostate cancer diagnosis and risk stratification in an office-based procedure. Targeted prostate cancer diagnosis enables increased detection of clinically significant prostate cancers while reducing detection of clinically insignificant cancers [14].
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